
Black Armour Nitrile Disposable Retail 
Pack
Code: _DGBARP

Features

Unit: Pack
Colour: Black
Material: Nitrile
EN 374-1:2016 Type C
FDA
CE
Sanitised

Product Details
Black Armour are the World's Toughest Disposable Gloves. They represent an incredible leap in disposable 
glove technology and Armour Safety are the place to get them in New Zealand. Black Armour gloves are made 
from 100% Nitrile. Nitrile is a synthetic material that resists chemicals like petrol, oils, grease, diesel, hydraulic 
fluids, solvents, paint thinners, acids, disinfectants, strong cleaners and most alkalis. It has 3 times the puncture 
protection of latex and is often used by people with an allergy or intolerance to latex. These gloves are powder 
free and and are incredibly strong. Do the tear test - can you stretch your current nitrile gloves beyond your 
elbow without them tearing? Black Armour gloves have textured fingertips providing precise handling. They have 
incredible "touch and feel" yet provide superior protection and have unsurpassed comfort for extended wear. The 
black colour is excellent for hiding other colours - i.e. hairdressing or tattooist applications. You need to try Black 
Armour gloves to appreciate the difference. Ask us for a sample. For a YouTube video on this glove click here. 
These gloves are perfect for mechanics, panelbeaters, painters - both auto and general, fuel dispensing, 
laboratory workers, morticians and 100 other jobs where protection from chemicals is essential. They come in 
boxes of 100 gloves and sizes from M to 2XL - if you need some really big disposable gloves try these. Black 
Armour gloves are US FDA approved for use in food manufacturing. This certification is accepted by the NZ 
Food Safety Authority and MAF. They also have European CE certification. There are very few disposable 
gloves sold in NZ with these credentials. For a full product specification sheet please just ask.

Features and Benefits

Made from 100% Nitrile.
Perfect for chemical, petroleum handling
Powder-free
Incredibly strong
Textured fingertips for precise handling
Incredible "touch and feel" yet comfortable for extended wear

https://armoursafety.co.nz/products/hand-arm/disposable/black-armour-nitrile-disposable-retail-pack/
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